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LIFE LIFE

inaugural event was held at the Weissenhaus 
Private Nature Luxury Resort in northern 
Germany, and saw eight of the world’s best take 
part in a knockout, including Magnus Carlsen, 
who is keen on this form of the game. Each 
player was kitted out with a different brightly 
coloured velvet jacket, creating an impression 
of Cluedo figurines. It was Carlsen who dunnit, 
beating Fabiano Caruana in the final round. 

The game below was played in the semi-
final, and had as a start position: Ra1, Bb1, 
Nc1, Kd1, Qe1, Rf1, Bg1, Nh1. Black’s setup 
mirrors that: Ra8, Bb8, etc.

Magnus Carlsen-Nodirbek Abdusattorov
Freestyle Chess G.O.A.T. Challenge, Feb 2024

1 g4 e5 2 Ng3 f6 3 d4 Nb6 4 Nd3 d6 5 f3 
exd4 6 Bxd4 c5 7 Bf2 c4 8 Bxb6+ axb6 
9 Nb4 d5 10 c3 Bf4 11 Nh5 Bh6 12 f4 
O-O-O Freestyle chess has funky castling 
rules. Here, place the black king on c8 and 
move the rook from a8 to d8. 13 Ng3 g6 
14 e3 Qd7 15 Qe2 Rfe8 16 Nc2 Bf8 17 b4 
Be6 18 h3 h5 19 Nd4 (diagram) hxg4 20 f5 
Bf7 21 hxg4 Qc7 22 Qf3 Bh6 23 Re1 Bg5 
24 a4 gxf5 25 Bxf5+ Kb8 26 Re2 Ng6 
27 Bxg6 Bxg6 28 Ngf5 Qe5 29 a5 Qe4 
30 Qxe4 Rxe4 31 axb6 Rxg4 32 Rea2 
Rg1+ 33 Ke2 Rxa1 34 Rxa1 Re8 35 Rh1 
Rf8 36 Nd6 Black resigns

  Across
 11 Get sober people 

welcoming sober person 
home (6)

 12 Litotes newspaper plugs 
seem so funny (7)

 15 Poser’s strain (6)
 18 Distributed case for 

delicate key (5)
 19 Engineers, mature but not 

weak, assemble again (7)
 23 Yale men amended 

hydrocarbon (7)
 24 Dyes quiet clothing  

queen returned (6)
 25 Scientist’s anxiety with 

traveller (8)
 26 Relative admits  

unknown crime in legal 
institution (5,3)

 27 Moan from Sun King, 
grabbing queen a whiskey 
(6)

 28 Second judge computing 
speed (3-4)

 33 A failing besetting a miser, 
ultimately? (7)

 34 Old men like to follow 
photographer (5)

 37 You look, we hear, for 
African land (6)

 39 Wicked, base convict – 
flipping criminal! (7)

 40 Painter after long periods 
(6)

 41 Flog monk here, we hear 
(4)

 42 Fancy conceits for 
delivery method (1-7)

  Down
 1 People looking good: 

Turkic people one leaves 
(6)

 2 Ear’s somewhat noticeable 
(4)

 3 Flavours men added to 
mugs (6)

 4 Swallows and gnus let out 
(7)

 5 Move gently around your 
paths for aircraft (10)

 6 Rescue judge again? (6)
 8 Votes against holding  

large crowns for bard (5)
 9 Famous spring presently  

in Kingston’s borders (4-5)
 10 Fly – set off twice (6)
 14 Add numbers to one 

cracking pageant, oddly 
(8)

 21 Troops in rear ordered 
fries with ale (8)

 22 One clergyman upset 
furniture? It’s true (9)

 27 Fur coats are very possible 
to 6 (7)

 29 Beat Chinese people up 
in police station (6)

 30 Scot’s brewing tea loudly 
under gangways (6)

 31 Like some fevers 
gravedigger reported (6)

A first prize of £30 for the first 
correct solution opened on 11 
March. There are two runners-up 
prizes of £20. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2642, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. The dictionary 
prize is not available at present. 

Crossword 
2642: A cipher 
to decode  
by Lavatch

With silken promises of faithful love
Too soon in tatters once the prize is won?
Here witness the fanatic public swarm, 
A company of ever-strolling players,
Big spenders, locust-hungry to consume.
All hotfoot for the buzzing news and fashions,
How many rush to buy identity!
Here I perform, a stone epitome.
One marble arm upholds my beard; the other
Cues words I gave a wise, gaslighting fool.
Should I have added ignorance is bliss,
Seeing commerce reigns throughout cosmopolis?
Basil Ransome-Davies

I’m but a statue, yet my heart of stone
Must ache whilst I’m amidst this shambling crowd,
Who munch bad food with eyes fixed on their 
 phones,
Then gaze around and wonder where real life
Is happening. They rarely notice me,
Or if they do, they’re like the unkempt youth
Who stared with bile and said resentfully:
‘Because of that sod I failed English Lit.’
I wrote a play once where a statue spoke
And came alive, and brought the happy end
A comedy needs – but that’s beyond my powers.
I can but stand here, looking epicene,
With arm fixed rigid, so I cannot raise
My pen to do the thing I yearn to, write
A play that puts your strange chaotic age
Where it belongs, made clear upon a stage.
George Simmers

Atop my pedestal, I can gaze down
Upon a city’s throngs, behold them move
Through all the comedies and tragedies
That spawn our history and our romance.
These passersby search out TKTS
To purchase discount access to my works,
On which the spotlight never seems to set
Despite new modes of art and artifice
That traffic all the stages of this realm.
How much the mirror I held up to life
Reflects today a world they know and feel
I have no way to reckon from up here.
One bides as best one can above the fray
Of this quotidian, unstructured play.
Chris O’Carroll

How like a tall Olympian I look
With heart of stone and proud, unseeing eyes.
Why, surely I bestride the narrow world
Like a colossus, grandeur in my gaze.
My maker settled me by leafy trees
And I admire admirers. Could I know
Reflecting on what scenes I might behold
When I had shuffled off my mortal coil
That I would rise sublime, seeing the world
As one great stage where I alone perform?
Let me have those about me who view art
As something cherished. May their lips recite 
Some words that pensive Hamlet may have said,
Or poor King Lear or tragic Romeo.
I thank my country for her fond affection
That gave her bard a stony resurrection.
Frank McDonald

NO. 3340: DIETARY RESTRICTION

You are invited to submit a poem calling for 
a particular food to be banned. Please email 
entries of up to 16 lines to lucy@spectator.
co.uk by midday on 6 March.

SOLUTION TO 2639: SPELLING THE END  

Prospero said ‘I’ll drown my book’ (The Tempest 5.1.56), 
illustrated by three volumes at the bottom of lake.

First prize  Eleanor Morrall, Coseley, West Midlands
Runners-up  Peter Marginson, Wilmslow, Cheshire;
Roger Sherman, Richmond, Surrey

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

‘Chess is a sea in which a gnat may drink and an 
elephant may bathe.’ I’m fond of that adage, 
which speaks to the depth of the game in a way 
that numbers cannot. But how many possible 
games of chess are there? The mathematician 
Claude Shannon wrote a paper in 1949: 
‘Progamming a Computer for Playing Chess’, in 
which he estimated that there are at least 10120 

(i.e. 1 with 120 zeros) possible games of chess. 
He noted that with such an astronomically large 
number, a perfect solution by brute force was 
infeasible. The reasoning is straightforward. The 
Dutch psychologist Adriaan De Groot (a 
contemporary of Shannon) estimated that a typical 
position may have 30 legal moves, so one move 
for each side makes for approximately 900 
possibilities. Call it 1,000 (i.e. 103) to make the 
sums easy. After 40 moves for each side, that is 
(103)40 = 10120 possible games. Quite an ocean.

But in the opening stages, a vast amount of 
bathymetric research has already taken place. 
Grandmasters don’t know all the moves in all the 
positions, but they do know all the standard ideas 
and plans within their opening repertoires. As a 
result, most ‘new’ moves that they have to face 
won’t trouble them at all. Finding an innovation 
that will challenge one of the world’s best 
grandmasters can take days or weeks of study. 
Every year, it gets a little bit harder.

The promise of Freestyle chess (aka Fischer-
Random, Chess960, or Chess9LX), where the 
pieces are shuffled on the back rank before the 
game begins, is to reset the clock. In this form of 
the game, even grandmasters struggle to navigate 
the opening moves, since the familiar setups and 
plans from traditional chess are of little use. In 
a sense, this difficulty makes it a playground for 
elite players, who can give free rein to their skill 
and imagination, rather than mining their 
databases for hours before each game.

At least until now, spectators and sponsors have 
voted with their feet for the traditional game. But 
a new event, the ‘Freestyle Chess G.O.A.T. 
Challenge’, was an ambitious attempt to change 
that, and perhaps it will, since after the event 
finished, organiser and host Jan Henric Buettner 
announced his dream of holding a Grand Slam of 
Freestyle Chess events on five continents. This 

In Competition No. 3337 you were invited 
to submit a soliloquy composed by Giovanni 
Fontana’s marble statue of Shakespeare, 
which has graced Leicester Square since 1874. 
Bill Greenwell, Alan Millard, Sylvia Fair-
ley and Paul A. Freeman were star perform-
ers, but a standing ovation and £20 go to the  
winners below.

Here stand I, with Lord Leicester’s patronage,
Four-square, and can survey from every side,
The life of London, multiplied and squared,
Watching the things that change, yet do not change.
Young ladies, and the not so young, still ply
Love’s trade, but pliable young men now stir
Remembrance-echoes in my marble breast,
Aye, of the ale-house and theatre, too,
Though now, I hear, there are no heads displayed
On pikes, but that corrupt and wicked men,
Their heads intact, head businesses instead.
Of bear-pits, too, the city now is bare,
And baiting is reserved for Parliament.
The foul miasmas of my days are gone,
I could breathe safely now (were I not stone),
Safeguarded in my low emission zone.
Brian Murdoch

‘O, you are men of stones’, declared King Lear,
And though I’ve shuffled off this mortal coil,
Methinks I have become one such myself.
Macbeth had thought that when the brains were out,
The man would die, and so, forsooth, did I…
What bloody man is that, who doth inscribe
His name upon my too, too solid flesh?
Is this a pigeon that I see above me,
About to drop its load upon my head?
I cannot move my arm to ward it off,
Nor even rub my stiff and aching back.
What rough magician brought me to this spot,
Sans breath, sans touch, sans almost everything?
This riddle doth perplex me in the extreme:
How cometh it that I, though dead, still think,
And that mine eyes do itch, yet cannot blink? 
Brian Allgar

Oh! Would that I, like cold Hermione,
Now standing yet like stone, might live and breathe,
To move among this happy breed of men,
This other Eden, Demi-Paradise,
This teeming womb of Greggs and Burger Kings,
McDonald’s, Subway – oh this septic isle,
Fair Leicester Square! – set in a silver sea
Of pizza boxes, crisp packets and vapes,
Abodes of cardboard, conscience Costa cups;
To move among the beauty of the world – 
Oh what a piece of work’s your Englishman!
Infinite of good cheer; how like an angel;
The very paragon of animals! 
On high, this brave o’erhanging firmament,
This goodly canopy, this English sky,
That cleanses all with soft eternal rain!
David Silverman

Is this a city which I see before me,
Or else a busy wilderness of brands, 
Each clamouring as mendicants beg alms
Or suitors woo the favours of fair ladies

PUZZLE NO. 789

White to play and mate in two moves. Composed 
by M. Lokker, Shakhmatnaya Moskva, 1967 
Answers should be emailed to chess@spectator.
co.uk by Monday 26 February. There is a prize of 
£20 for the first correct answer out of a hat. Please 
include a postal address and allow six weeks for 
prize delivery.

Last week’s solution 1 Bd3! Bxd3 2 Qd2# 
or 1…Rxd3 2 Qb1#.
Last week’s winner Colin Ratledge, Leven, 
East Yorks

Chess 
It’s a knockout  
Luke McShane

The unclued lights (including 
one of three words, one of two 
words, two hyphened and one 
pair) have nothing in common.

Competition 
Square eyes  
Lucy Vickery

Black to play, position after 19 Nc2-d4
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